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Western Approach 



Personality  Types
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Type   A , B , C , D personalities

impulsive, workaholic, success-
oriented, efficient, intelligent, risk 
taker, practical, realistic , 
impatient, highly time conscious 
– always doing something,  
short- tempered, free-floating

laid back, relaxed, creative, 
imaginative, artistic and friendly;
patient, tolerant, socializing, take to 
deadlines in the very last minute, 
but not get stressed out even in 
such tense situations.

Introvert, interested in details,
systematic, logical, suppress 
desires, un-assertive – often 
stressed, depressed, takes life 
very seriously,  perfectionist, 
consistent and dependable, loner, 
prone  to autoimmune disorders 

Distressed , Inertial, loves to follow 
orders and established routines; 
avoids responsibility and risk , 
a low self esteem and a great fear 
of disapproval , social inhibition, 
even a small event can ruin his 
mood. Prone to heart disease

A B

C D

A: Ambitious   B : Socializer    C : Thinker      D:  Distressed                     X :



Personality  Types
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Meyers Briggs Four Scales of 

Personality Type :16 types in all



Personality  Disorders
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Personality Disorders

‘Personality’ : collection of characteristics or traits the ways 

that we:

Think   feel   behave

Disorders : Inability to  make or keep close relationships ,get on with people at 

work, get on with friends and family, control feelings or behaviour, listen to other 

people --- classification in clusters   

A: 'Odd or Eccentric’       

B: 'Dramatic, Emotional, Erratic’    

C: 'Anxious and Fearful‘
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Personality Disorders

Cluster A: 'Odd and Eccentric'

Paranoid
Suspicious ,feel that other people are being nasty to you (even when 

evidence shows this isn’t true) ,feel easily rejected , tend to hold grudges

Schizoid
emotionally 'cold‘ , don't like contact with other people-even family, prefer 

your own company ,have a rich fantasy world

Schizotypal
eccentric behaviour, odd ideas ,difficulties with thinking, lack of emotion, or 

inappropriate emotional reactions, see or hear strange things, superstitions,  

sometimes related to schizophrenia, the mental illness
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Personality Disorders

Cluster B: 'Dramatic, Emotional and Erratic'
Antisocial, or Dissocial :
don't care much about the feelings of others, easily get frustrated, tend to be aggressive, commit crimes,  find it 

difficult to make close relationships , impulsive - do things on the spur of the moment without thinking about them, 

don’t feel guilty about things you've done, don’t learn from unpleasant experiences

Borderline, or Emotionally Unstable
impulsive - do things on the spur of the moment, find it hard to control your emotions, feel bad about yourself , often 

self- harm, e.g. cutting yourself or making suicide attempts, mood swings, feel 'empty’, make relationships quickly, but 

easily lose them, can feel paranoid or depressed, when stressed, may hear noises or voices

Histrionic
over-dramatize events , self-centred, have strong emotions which change quickly and don't last long, can be 

suggestible  worry a lot about appearance, crave new things and excitement, can be seductive

Narcissistic
have a strong sense of your own self-importance, dream of unlimited success, power and intellectual brilliance, crave 

attention from other people, but show few warm feelings in return, take advantage of other people, ask for favours that 

you do not then return
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Cluster C: 'Anxious and Fearful’
Obsessive-Compulsive (aka Anankastic)

worry and doubt a lot , perfectionist - always check things, rigid in what you do, stick to routines, cautious, 

preoccupied with detail, worry about doing the wrong thing, find it hard to adapt to new situations, often have high 

moral standards , judgemental, sensitive to criticism, can have obsessional thoughts and images (although these 

are not as bad as those in obsessive-compulsive disorder)

Avoidant (aka Anxious/Avoidant)

very anxious and tense, worry a lot, feel insecure and inferior, avoids intimate and social contact, have to be liked 

and accepted, extremely sensitive to criticism

Dependent

Passive, rely on others to make their own decisions, do what other people want you to do, find it hard to cope with 

daily chores, feel hopeless and incompetent, easily feel abandoned by others

9
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Personality Disorders – Psychological treatments

Psychodynamic (psychoanalytic) psychotherapy

You discuss:

• what's happening in your life at the moment - how you do things and the part you play in things going right 
or wrong for you

• what has happened in the past

• how the past can affect how you are feeling, thinking and behaving right now.

Role of Therapist: 

=> to show how some of the things that you feel, do and say are not driven by your conscious thoughts 
and feelings, but by unconscious feelings from your past

=> Facilitate making decisions based on what you want now, not on your past experiences

.
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Personality Disorders - treatment

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy

You discuss: 

A Life Situation - a problem, event or difficult 
situation. 

Role of Therapist: 

• To draw attention to the following factors 
associated with the situation:

Thoughts    Emotions                   
Physical feelings    Actions

• Analyse if they are unrealistic or 
unhelpful

• how they affect each other, and you.

• To help you to change unhelpful thoughts 
and behaviours.
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Life Situation

Altered thinking      
unrealistic, extreme…unhelpful

Altered behaviour, reduced 

activity, avoiding things/ 

people, doing unhelpful deeds

Altered physical 

feelings/ symptoms

Altered emotional 

feelings



Buddhist Approach 
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Buddhist  Personality   Types [ temperaments] 

412-434 AD

Niddesa of the Khuddaka Nikaya,

Nettipakaraṇa.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niddesa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khuddaka_Nikaya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nettipakarana
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Buddhist  Personality   Types [ temperaments] 



Personality –temperaments-traits

how one habitually behaves (not what you are!) -
based on the unwholesome root cetasikas of lobha, 
dosa and moha and their wholesome counterparts.

lobhacaritā ,           dosacaritā,            mohacaritā
saddhācaritā ,        buddhicaritā         vitakkacaritā
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Buddhist  Personality   Types [ temperaments] 

Lobha dosa moha

Greedy             Aversive              Deluded

Faith Discerning Discursive

Saddhā    buddhi vitakka

Craving Criticism Doubt

Optimism Clarity Equanimity
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+
Know your type by observing such basic things as your posture,

eating habits, actions, ‘seeing, hearing, smelling….’ and moods



Buddhist  Personality   Types [ temperaments] 
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Know your type by observing such basic things as your 1.posture,

2.eating habits, 3.actions, 4. ‘seeing, hearing…’ and 5. moods

Lobha

1. walks carefully, puts his foot down slowly, puts it down evenly, lifts it 

up evenly, and his step is springy

2.likes eating rich sweet food. When eating, he makes a round lump not 

too big and eats unhurriedly, savouring the various tastes. He enjoys 

getting something good

3. Acts skillfully, gently evenly and carefully

4. Seeing a pleasant object looks long, seizes on trivial virtues, when 

departing does so with regret, as if unwilling

5. pride, personal vanity, deceit, fraud, excessive desires, discontent 

----------------------------------------------

Faith:

5. Generosity, desire to see Noble   Ones, to hear good Dhamma, 

honesty, gladness, trust in things that inspire trust



Buddhist  Personality   Types [ temperaments] 
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Dosa

1. walks as though he were digging with the points of his

feet, puts his foot down quickly, lifts it up quickly, and his step is dragged 

along

2.One of hating temperament likes eating rough sour food. When eating he 

makes a lump that fills his mouth, and he  eats hurriedly without savouring 

the taste. He is aggrieved when he gets something not good

3. Acts tensely, stiffly and  unevenly

4. Seeing  Even a slightly unpleasnt object , avoids seeing , discounts 

vrtues,  departs hurriedly without regret

5. anger. Enmity, disparging, domineering, envy, avarice

----------------------------------------------

Discerning

5. Readiness to be spoken to, mindfulness, sense of urgency about 

dhamma, knowledge of right eating,, possessing good  friends

Know your type by observing such basic things as your 1.posture,

2.eating habits, 3.actions, 4. ‘seeing, hearing…’ and 5. moods



Buddhist  Personality   Types [ temperaments] 
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Moha

1. perplexed gait, puts his foot down hesitantly, lifts it up hesitantly, and his step is 

pressed down suddenly.

2. no settled choice. When eating, he makes a small un-rounded lump, and as he eats he 

drops bits into his dish, smearing his face, with his mind astray, thinking of this and that

3.Acts unskillfully as if muddled, unevenly and indecisively

4. Seeing any object, he copies what others do, if others criticize, he also does so, and if 

others praise, he also does so, feels indifferent 

5.worry, torpor, uncertainty, agitation, stiffness, holding on tenaciously

------------------------------------------

Discursive

6. talkativeness, sociability, hatching plans at night and putting them into effect by the 

day, mental running hither and thither 

Know your type by observing such basic things as your 1.posture,

2.eating habits, 3.actions, 4. ‘seeing, hearing…’ and 5. moods
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Erich Fromm
Well-being is possible to the degree to which one has overcome one’s narcissism; to the 

degree to which one is open, responsive, sensitive, awake, empty….Well-being means, 

finally, to drop one’s Ego, to give up greed, to cease chasing after the 

preservation and aggrandizement of  the Ego, to be and to experience one’s self  in 

the act of  being, not in  having, preserving, coveting, using.
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…all of  us being under the influence of  varying 

intensities of  the ‘three intoxicants’ of  lobha, dosa, and

moha, are mentally unhealthy



Buddhist  Personality   Types [ spiritual tasks] 
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Buddhist Cognitive Therapy  

Basic Difference : Not to change thoughts [ c.f. positive 
thinking] but the relationship to them

Example : The story of Kisa Gautami

The Paradigm of Four Noble Truths

There is stress  ; it has a cause; the cause can be removed; there is a 
way to remove the cause.

There is stress – it is inherent to human realm ……. Why me?

The cause is – wanting … non acceptance of what is.

The way to remove it  -- ethical living, sense –restraint [ mind 
control], insight meditation - mindfulness
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Reflection on inviolable Truths
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AN 
5.57 . 

Themes for repeated Reflection

There are these five facts that one should reflect on often, whether one 
is a woman or a man, lay or ordained. 
Which five?

"'I am subject to aging, I am not exempt from aging.' …….

"'I am subject to illness, I am not exempt   from illness.' ...

"I am subject to death, I am not exempt  death.' ...

'I must be parted and separated from all that is dear and appealing to 
me.' ...

"I am the owner of my actions , heir to my actions, born of my actions, 
related through my actions, and have my actions as my arbitrator. 
Whatever I do, for good or for evil, to that will I fall heir.' ...

28



Now, for the sake of which benefit should one often reflect... 

that 'I am subject to aging, …not exempt from aging'? 
By such reflection intoxication with youth is either  entirely abandoned or 

diminished…

.. subject to illness, ..not exempt   from illness.' ... …
the intoxication with health is .. abandoned or diminished.

..subject to death, ..not exempt from death.' ...
the intoxication with life is .. abandoned or diminished

"'I must be parted and separated from all that is dear and appealing to me.' ...
the desire and lust in regard to all dear…. is  abandoned or diminished.

"'I am the owner ..heir .. born …. arbitrator … good or evil kamma … heir.' ...
People indulge in misconduct of body... speech...  mind. But when they often 
reflect on this theme, such misconduct  is …  completely abandoned or 
diminished...

*The story of Rituals for the dead:
=> advised offer alms in honour of departed relatives
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Reflection on the thirty-two parts of the 
body

•Head hair, Body hair, Nails, Teeth, Skin
(Kesa, Loma, Nakkha, Danta, Taco)

•Flesh, Sinews, Bones, Bone Marrow, Kidneys
(Masam, Naharu, Atthi, Atthiminjam, Vakkam)

•Heart, Liver, Diaphragm, Spleen, Lungs
(Hadayam, Yakanam, Kilomakam, Pihakam, 

Papphasam)
•Large Intestine, Small 

Intestine, Stomach, Feces, Brain
(Antam, Antagunam, Udariam, Kerisam, 

Mattagunam)
•Bile, Phlegm, Pus, Blood, Sweat, Fat

(Pittam, Semhan, Pubbo, Lohitam, Sedo, Medo)
•Tears, Grease, Saliva, Mucus, Oil of the 

Joints, Urine
(Assu, Vasa, Kelo, Singhanika, Lasika, Muttam)

30https://32parts.com/

https://32parts.com/head-hair.html#content
https://32parts.com/body-hair.html#content
https://32parts.com/nails.html#content
https://32parts.com/teeth.html#content
https://32parts.com/skin.html#content
https://32parts.com/flesh.html#content
https://32parts.com/sinews.html#content
https://32parts.com/bones.html#content
https://32parts.com/bone-marrow.html#content
https://32parts.com/kidneys.html#content
https://32parts.com/heart.html#content
https://32parts.com/liver.html#content
https://32parts.com/diaphragm.html#content
https://32parts.com/spleen.html#content
https://32parts.com/lungs.html#content
https://32parts.com/large-intestine.html#content
https://32parts.com/small-intestine.html#content
https://32parts.com/small-intestine.html#content
https://32parts.com/stomach.html#content
https://32parts.com/feces.html#content
https://32parts.com/brain.html#content
https://32parts.com/bile.html#content
https://32parts.com/phlegm.html#content
https://32parts.com/pus.html#content
https://32parts.com/blood.html#content
https://32parts.com/sweat.html#content
https://32parts.com/fat.html#content
https://32parts.com/tears.html#content
https://32parts.com/grease.html#content
https://32parts.com/saliva.html#content
https://32parts.com/mucus.html#content
https://32parts.com/oil-of-the-joints.html#content
https://32parts.com/oil-of-the-joints.html#content
https://32parts.com/urine.html#content


Wise  Perception ! 

AN 10.60 Girimānanda sutta :

• The perception of inconstancy

• not-self

• unattractiveness

• drawbacks 

• dispassion

• undesirability of all fabrications
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Practical Tips :Removing intrusive thoughts

0. Just be aware – a thought has arisen - without any effort to remove it 
… let it cease naturally

1. Switch to an opposite and incompatible thought

2. Ponder on harmful consequences

3. Ignore the cognition and distract oneself

4. Reflect on removal of causes; 

5. Control with forceful effort.
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Practical  Tips: Removing Annoyance

five ways:

Loving-kindness

Compassion

Equanimity

Forgiving, forgetting and ignoring the person

Law of Kamma

* Story of Akkosa Bharadvaja
33
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MINDFULNESS – THE KEY TO 

LIBERATION FROM SUFFERING 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbizmVKHdgs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbizmVKHdgs
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Mindfulness-based interventions, generally aimed at relieving symptoms of stress, 

mental health concerns, and physical pain, can be used to address and treat a range of symptoms and 
concerns.

•Mindfulness-based stress reduction => stress, chronic pain, cancer, anxiety, 
depression, and other chronic issues.

•DBT => suicidal ideation, borderline personality, self-harm, substance dependence, eating 
and food issues, depression, and PTSD.

•ACT => anxiety, depression, substance dependence, chronic pain, psychosis, and cancer.

•MBCT => recurrent depression, anxiety, psychosis, eating and food 
issues, bipolar, panic attacks, attention deficit hyperactivity, and posttraumatic 
stress, among others.

https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/stress
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/chronic-pain
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/cancer
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/borderline-personality-disorder
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/eating-disorders
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/eating-disorders
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/drug-and-substance-abuse
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/psychosis
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/bipolar
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/panic
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•Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction => stress, chronic pain, cancer, anxiety, 
depression, and other chronic issues.
•An educational rather than a therapeutic orientation – 8 week 
programme
•weekly group meetings (2.5 hour classes) and a one-day retreat (seven-hour mindfulness practice) 
between sessions six and seven, homework (45 minutes daily), and instruction in three formal techniques: 
mindfulness meditation, body scanning and simple yoga postures.[1] 
•Combination of Yoga , various mindfulness practices 

•Mindful yoga – stretching, postures

•Mindful breathing – focus meditation  ; Object meditation – all senses 

•Mindfulness of thoughts – worry surfing [ -ve emotions like a wave about to hit you –
arise and pass by ] impermanence 

•Body scan meditation – visualizations 

•Mindful Eating , Mindful  walking ! 

https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/chronic-pain
https://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/issues/cancer


Personality Disorders – Mindfulness based treatment

ACT  - Acceptance  & Commitment Therapy

This process involves six components:2

• Acceptance: This means allowing your inner thoughts and 
feelings to occur without trying to change them or ignore 
them. Acceptance is an active process.

• Cognitive defusion: Cognitive defusion is the process of 
separating yourself from your inner experiences. This allows 
you to see thoughts simply as thoughts, stripped of the 
importance that your mind adds to them.

• Self as context: This involves learning to see your thoughts 
about yourself as separate from your actions.

• Being present: ACT encourages you to stay mindful of your 
surroundings and learn to shift your attention away from 
internal thoughts and feelings.

• Values: These are the areas of your life that are important 
enough to you to motivate action.

• Commitment: This process involves changing your behavior 
based on principles covered in therapy.

37

https://positivepsychology.com/act-
techniques/

https://www.verywellmind.com/ways-to-defuse-anxious-thoughts-3863037
https://www.verywellmind.com/mindfulness-exercises-for-everyday-life-3145187
https://www.verywellmind.com/mindfulness-exercises-for-everyday-life-3145187
https://positivepsychology.com/act-techniques/
https://positivepsychology.com/act-techniques/


CBT focuses on helping you to change unhelpful ways of thinking and 
behaving.

DBT does this too, but it differs from CBT in that it also focuses on accepting 
who you are at the same time. 

DBT also usually involves more group work than CBT. 

A DBT therapist will expect and encourage you to work hard to make positive 
changes.

https://www.verywellmind.com/dialectical-behavior-therapy-1067402
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Both DBT and ACT were developed as offshoots of CBT so both contain much 
of the same concepts but have added the mindfulness approach.
This is done to validate thoughts, rather than see them as a negative reflection 

on who you are as a person. Once thoughts are accepted, without judgement, 
as separate from who the individual is, they can be changed. 
In both DBT and ACT, you must make a commitment to actively be involved 
in therapy and to actively make changes.

Dialectical behavior therapy

Personality Disorders – Mindfulness based treatment

https://www.verywellmind.com/dialectical-behavior-therapy-1067402


Mindfulness based Cognitive Behavioural Therapy

Like CBT, the goal is to develop consistent awareness of your thoughts and reactions

so you notice when you are becoming triggered into negativity.

But MBCT teaches that the best way to notice these triggers and to manage stress and

anxiety is to develop ongoing awareness and acceptance of the present moment. Instead of

trying too hard to understand the thought, MBCT would promote accepting the thought

without judgement and letting it drift from your mind without attaching

too much meaning to it.

The greater and more consistent your awareness of the present moment, the more likely it

is you will catch the negative thought spirals and choose to disengage from distressing

moods or worries.
39

Personality Disorders – Mindfulness based treatment



THE GUEST HOUSE
This being human is a guest house.

Every morning a new arrival. 

A joy, a depression, a meanness, 

some momentary awareness comes 

as an unexpected visitor. 

Welcome and entertain them all!

Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows, 

who violently sweep your house 

empty of its furniture,

still, treat each guest honourably. 

He may be clearing you out for some new delight. 

The dark thought, the shame, the malice, 

meet them at the door laughing, and invite them in. 

Be grateful for whoever comes, 

because each has been sent as a guide from beyond. 

Rumi 
40

“Between stimulus 
and response there's 
a space, in that space 
lies our power to 
choose our response, 
in our response lies 
our growth and our 
freedom.“ ………..
V. Frankl



Concluding Remarks
tipiṭaka ..a treasure trove of  ‘depth psychology’.

An effective method for attenuating suffering : 

mindfulness of body-mind phenomena

Gradations of well-being !

CULTIVATNG the eight fold path leads to remainder-

less cessation of all suffering !

41



Thank you
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